Abstract-This paper presents a compositional framework to address the state explosion problem in model checking of concurrent systems. This framework takes as input a system model described as a network of communicating components in a high-level description language, finds the local state transition models for each individual component where local properties can be verified, and then iteratively reduces and composes the component state transition models to form a reduced global model for the entire system where global safety properties can be verified. The state space reductions used in this framework result in a reduced model that contains the exact same set of observably equivalent executions as in the original model, therefore, no false counter-examples result from the verification of the reduced model. This approach allows designs that cannot be handled monolithically or with partial-order reduction to be verified without difficulty. The experimental results show significant scale-up of this compositional verification framework on a number of non-trivial concurrent system models.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
M ODEL checking is a very effective approach to finding concurrency bugs compared against simulation or testing. However, the biggest hurdle for model checking of highly concurrent systems is the large number of interleavings among local executions, which causes state explosion. On the other hand, many of these interleavings are irrelevant to the properties under verification. Therefore, they should be avoided as much as possible to simplify the verification complexity.
This paper presents a compositional model checking framework that aims to verify complex highly concurrent systems. Fig. 1 shows the verification flow that is the basis of the framework presented in this paper. In this framework, it is assumed that a concurrent system under verification is described as a network of communicating components in some high-level description language. In the first step, the components are decoupled from each other and their state transition models are generated using a local state space construction method [40] . For each component, its state transition model preserves all essential interface interactions with its neighbors. Therefore, it includes all behaviors of this component as allowed by its neighboring components. Once the component state transition models are obtained, local properties defined for the individual components can be verified. However, the generated component state transition models may include extra behaviors that would not exist when the whole system is considered, so local verification may cause false negative results. These false negatives are due to the inherent local nature of the component state space models. In the next step, the component state transition models are reduced and composed iteratively, and eventually a reduced global state transition model for the entire system is obtained where the model checking of global properties can be performed, and the negative results of the local properties can be discharged or confirmed. As the full global state space model for the whole system is never considered, much larger systems can be handled by this framework.
The key to the success of this framework is state space reduction. In some existing work [25] , reduction is conservative in that more behavior may be introduced, but all essential behaviors are preserved during reduction. This is necessary since no real errors can be missed when verifying the reduced model. However, false errors may be introduced at the same time. When an error is found while verifying such a reduced model, it needs to be checked whether it is real on the concrete model. If reduction is too coarse, the number of false errors may become excessive, and checking these false errors can become the bottleneck. As shown later, this framework is integrated with a number of effective state space reductions [41] that can remove certain state transitions and states from a state transition model in such a way that the behavior of the model that is essential to verification remains the same. The reduced global state transition model produced at the end is equivalent to the concrete model of the whole system with respect to the properties under verification. This method is sound and complete in that the reduced global model is verified to be correct if, and only if, the concrete model for the whole system is correct.
The reduction method presented in this paper is similar, in some degree, to the partial order reduction method [28] as both try to identify and remove certain transitions to eliminate stutter equivalent paths. Partial order reduction relies on the notion of transition dependencies to identify and remove redundant interleavings during state space search such that some stutter equivalent execution sequences are avoided, thus reducing the complexity of verifying the whole system. However, determining transition dependencies can be as difficult as computing the global state space. Therefore, they are often computed conservatively to ensure soundness of the verification results. This conservative computation causes partial order reduction to be less effective or even useless in some situations. On the other hand, our method can effectively remove all invisible transitions that correspond to stutter equivalent execution sequences as it considers the generated state space models where the necessary information is available for such reduction. Another difference is that partial order reduction is applied to the whole system, while this framework builds a reduced global state space model compositionally.
Although the individual pieces used in this framework have been presented separately in previous work [40] , [41] , the main contribution of this work is a framework that integrates them as a whole to support effective compositional model checking of global, as well as, local properties of large concurrent systems. This paper also presents the correctness proofs to show that this framework is sound and complete for safety properties. Finally, this framework is generalized to handle distributed algorithm and concurrent program models, in addition to asynchronous circuit designs. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the necessary background for this paper. Section 3 describes a method for constructing local state space models from a high-level description of a system. Section 4 presents a number of state space reductions that can remove all invisible state transitions and redundant states within the local state space models such that these models before and after reduction show the same behavior on the interface. This section also proves that the global state space model formed by composing the reduced local models shows the same interface behavior as the concrete global model. Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of this framework on a number of non-trivial concurrent system models including various mutual exclusion algorithms and some asynchronous circuit designs. The last section concludes the paper and points out some future work that can improve this method.
BACKGROUND
System Modeling
This section presents a simple formalism to describe the behavior of concurrent systems. Let V ¼ ðv 1 ; . . . ; v n Þ be a finite set of variables that take their values from a single domain Z & Z where Z is the set of integers. Each s 2 Z jV j is also referred to as a state over V . This paper considers a finite system as a parallel composition of a number of components, k 1 i n M i , where each component is defined as follows. V i is a finite set of variables, init i 2 Z jV i j is the initial state, A i is a finite set of actions that define how states are changed when actions in A i are executed. Let V g V i , V supp V i , and V upd V i . Each action a 2 A i is specified with ðg; vaÞ where: -Guard g : Z jV g j ! ftrue; falseg maps an assignment over V g to a truth value. -Assignment va : Z jVsuppj ! Z jV upd j maps an assignment over V supp to an assignment over V upd .
Let wrðaÞ return V upd , the set of variables that action a updates.
Let sðvÞ return the value of v in state s. A large and complex system usually consists of components connected in a network where communications can be done through shared variables. Let M i ¼ ðV i ; init i ; A i Þ; 1 i n; be n components as defined in Definition 2.1. A concurrent system k 1 i n M i is defined if the following condition holds, 81 i; j n; s i ¼ C ij s j ;
and it is formed by merging variable assignments in all local states, denoted as s ¼ Sðs 1 ; . . . ; s n Þ, such that: 81 i n; sðvÞ ¼ V i s i ðvÞ:
init; AÞ such that:
be the set of variables of M i that are shared with some other components. Therefore, V i À C i is the set of invisible variables of M i . A M i -action a is visible if wrðaÞ \ C i 6 ¼ ;. Such an action is also referred to as M i -visible. Let A vis i ¼ fa 2 A i j a is visibleg be the set of all visible actions of M i . A M j -action a is external to M i if wrðaÞ \ V i 6 ¼ ;. Predicate extðM i ; aÞ is defined such that it holds if action a local to a different component is external to M i . For each component M i in k 1 i n M i , the set of external actions is defined as follows:
Ext i ¼ fa j 8j 6 ¼ i; a is a M j À action and extðM i ; aÞg:
is the set of interface actions that update the shared variables C i of component M i . For s 0 ¼ aðsÞ, the following property holds Fig. 2 shows a simple example of a concurrent system with three components. In this example, variable x is shared by M 2 and M 3 , y is shared by M 1 and M 3 , and z is shared by all three components. All the other variables are invisible in their respective components. M 1 -actions t 11 and t 12 are invisible as they only modify the invisible variable v, while M 1 -actions t 13 and t 14 are visible, and they are external to M 3 . Similar information about the invisible and external actions can be derived for M 2 and M 3 , as well.
State Graph (SG)
This paper uses state graphs to represent the state transition level semantics for concurrent systems.
Definition 2.2 (State Graph).
A state graph for a concurrent system M is a tuple G ¼ ðS; i; R; F Þ where 1) S is a finite non-empty set of states, 2) i 2 S is the initial state.
3) R S Â ðA [ ExtÞ Â S is the set of state transitions. 4) F S is a set of unsafe states.
The SG definition is used to represent both concurrent systems and their components. In the above definition, Ext is the set of external actions that the environment of M can execute and change the shared variables of M. As shown later, the method presented in this paper needs to construct local state graphs for the components in a concurrent system. If a component M i in a system M ¼ k 1 i n M i communicates with some other components through shared variables, its local state graph contains not only the state transitions on local actions but also those on external actions to take into account updates on shared variables caused by actions executed in the ı other components that are external to M i . Then, in G i ¼ ðS i ; i i ; R i ; F i Þ for M i , S i is the set of local states, R i is the set of state transitions on local actions in A i of M i or on actions in Ext i external to M i , i i ¼ init i , and F i ¼ fs i 2 S i j s i ðsafe i Þ ¼ 0g. The local SG for a communicating component M i in a system captures the behavior as defined in M i , as well as, the updates on its shared variables by the visible actions of other components in the system. If G ¼ ðS; i; R; F Þ is for a system M ¼ k 1 i n M i , Ext ¼ ;, S and R are the set of global states and the set of global state transitions of M, respectively, i ¼ Sðinit 1 ; . . . ; init n Þ, and F S such that for each s 2 F , if there exists 1 i n such that sðsafe i Þ ¼ 0. Fig. 3 shows the local state graphs for the components of the system shown in Fig. 2 for reachability analysis is shown in Algorithm 1. Checking safety properties can be done on-the-fly. Alternatively, a local state graph can be constructed for each component first, and then the global state graph of the entire system can be constructed by composing the local state graphs. In the above definition, when several processes execute concurrently, they synchronize on updates on shared variables, and proceed independently, otherwise. If any local state is not safe, the whole global state is regarded as not safe. The parallel composition is commutative and associative as the construction of composite states and composite state transitions is independent of order of composition. While the proof of this fact is straightforward by Definition 2.3, it is lengthy, so it is omitted. The global state graph for the whole system shown in Fig. 2 generated by Algorithm 1 or by the parallel composition of the state graphs shown in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4 .
State Graph Equivalence
The procedure described in this paper achieves its efficiency by applying reductions described in Section 4 to produce a simpler, equivalent SG that represents the behavior of the same component in a system with less details. Two SGs, G i and G First, it is necessary to introduce the concept of autofailure. Given a failure path of a component, it may enter the failure state through a sequence of transitions on local actions. However, the real cause of the failure can be traced back to a state resulting from an external action in the environment. This fact is because if the environment changes shared variables to a state in which it becomes possible for a failure to be reached by local actions, then no component Fig. 4 . The global state graph for the system as described in Fig. 2 . exists that can be composed with this component that prevents this failure path from being possible. This situation is referred to as autofailure manifestation in [20] . Given a failure path r ¼ s 0 Note that in the definition above t =X denotes the projection of the trace t ¼ a 0 a 1 . . . over a set of actions X, and it returns another trace where all actions not in X are removed and all other actions remain in place.
Suppose r 0 is a failure path in G 0 i . If r 0 is not an autofailure, and there is a path r in G i such that it has a prefix that is stutter equivalent to the autofailure prefix of r 0 , then r is also regarded as a failure. In such a case, path r 0 is referred to as a failure approximation to r. Next, the preservation of the SG equivalence by the parallel composition is considered. Consider
, then the following property shows that the behavior of the composition of two SGs remains unchanged if one of the SGs is replaced with another equivalent one
The complete proof for Property 3 involves constructing paths in G 1 kG 2 and G 0 1 kG 2 from the paths in G 1 , G 0 1 and G 2 , respectively, by following Definition 2.3, and showing that they are stutter equivalent or one is a failure approximation to the other. It is mechanical and long, and omitted due to the page limit. Instead, this property can be intuitively understood with the following argument.
Let
Compose r 1 and r 2 first. If there are two transitions on r 1 and r 2 , respectively, in a composite state during the composition such that their actions are not in A 12 , one is selected to build the composite state transition and the next composite state. Remember the order of all selections made when composing r 1 and r 2 . Let r be the resulting path from composing r 1 and r 2 following that order of action selections. Then, apply the same order of action selections when r 0 1 and r 2 are composed, and let r 0 be the resulting path. It can be seen that r and r 0 have the same trace on Intf 1 [ A 2 up to the last action in trðr
0 is a failure approximation to r by Definition 2.5. The same conclusion can be drawn for the above two compositions with all possible orders of action selections. Apply the same argument to all paths r 1 2 FðG 1 Þ and r Similarly, apply the same argument to paths in LðG 1 Þ and LðG 0 1 Þ, and to the paths in LðG 2 Þ, and Condition 2 in Definition 2.6 can be shown to hold. Therefore, Property 3 can be shown to hold by Definition 2.6.
LOCAL STATE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
This section describes an approach for constructing local state graphs for a concurrent system. This approach reduces complexity by not considering interleavings of the invisible state transitions from different components. This paper generalizes the method described in [40] for asynchronous circuit verification to the system models and state graphs in Section 2.
Consider a concurrent system M ¼ k 1 i n M i . The local state graph construction method builds a SG G i for each component M i from an empty context, and gradually expands it by including all states and state transitions allowed by its neighboring components. The main idea is as follows. Initially, the value of the shared variables that each component depends on is fixed to be what is defined in the initial state. Then, this method iteratively performs the following two steps. Algorithm 2 shows this method at the top level where the input is the set of components of a concurrent system, and the output is the set of the generated local state graphs. Initially, a local state graph G i is generated for each individual component M i using the DFS as shown in Algorithm 1 without considering how other components might change the shared variables (line 2). Each G i is also assigned with a variable new i to indicate if it is expanded with new state transitions (line 3). As long as any new i is true, the algorithm repeats the steps in line 4À15. For every G i and G j such that G j includes state transitions that are external to G i and some new state transitions are added into at least one of them, function expandðG i ; G j Þ is called to factor the changes on the shared variables from G j into G i . If G i is expanded with new state transitions, variable new 0 i is set to true to prepare for the next iteration. 
Now consider an example where the above algorithms are applied to build the local state graphs for the simple concurrent system as shown in Fig 2. The partial local state graphs generated during the course of applying these algorithms are shown in Fig. 5 . The local state graphs in Fig. 5a are the results of applying Algorithm 1 to individual components ignoring all other components at the beginning of Algorithm 2. In the first iteration, since G 1 and G 2 have transitions external to G 3 , and vice versa, Algorithm 3 is applied to pairs consisting of G 3 and either G 1 or G 2 . expandðG 3 ; G 1 Þ and expandðG 3 ; G 2 Þ have no effect on G 3 as G 1 and G 2 do not have any state transitions. expandðG 1 ; G 3 Þ and expand ðG 2 ; G 3 Þ add an external state transition on t 34 to G 1 and G 2 , respectively. These external state transitions subsequently result in more local states added into G 1 and G 2 . The partial local state graphs after the first iteration are shown in Fig. 5b. In the next iteration, expandðG 3 ; G 1 Þ and expandðG 3 ; G 2 Þ add more external state transitions into G 3 , and subsequently more states are found for G 3 as a result. The partial local state graphs after the second iteration are shown in Fig. 5c . After two more iterations, every local state graph reaches a fixpoint, and the algorithms terminate. The final local state graphs are shown in Fig. 3 .
The following lemma shows that the global SG as the parallel composition of the local state graphs, G i , constructed with Algorithm 2 for k 1 i n M i is the same as the global SG constructed directly from k 1 i n M i with Algorithm 1.
Lemma 3.1. Let M ¼ k 1 i n M i be a concurrent system, and G ¼ DFSðMÞ. If G i are local state graphs constructed for M i with Algorithm 2, then the following statement is true: 
This 
STATE GRAPH REDUCTIONS
The state graph of a system can be obtained by composing the local state graphs after they are constructed as shown in the last section. However, directly composing the local state graphs defeats the purpose of compositional construction in that the interleaving of the invisible state transitions can cause the state space to explode quickly during the parallel composition. To address this problem, this section presents several state graph reductions to simplify the local state graphs before they are composed in order to control the complexity. It is shown that the reduced state graphs are equivalent to the original ones. This implies that any safety properties hold or fail in the reduced state graphs if, and only if, they hold or fail in the original ones without using the reductions.
Autofailure Reduction
Autofailure reduction is to replace a failure trace, r, with a new failure trace Pref AF ðrÞ where the local actions preceding the failure state are removed. The idea of autofailure reduction is introduced in [20] , but it is only used to canonicalize trace structures for hierarchical verification. Autofailure reduction is first adopted as part of an interface refinement method for modular model checking in [38] . In this paper, it is integrated with other reductions into this framework. case, an empty state graph with a single initial failure state is returned to indicate that the corresponding component can fail irrespective of how the environment behaves.
The following lemma shows that the state graph after the autofailure reduction is equivalent to the original one.
Lemma 4.1. Let G i be a local state graph for component M i in k 1 i n M i . Then, the following statement holds:
is empty or all state transitions in R i that enter F i are on external actions. Therefore, G i % afrðG i Þ. Now, suppose that G i contains ðs 1 ; a; s 2 Þ such that a is a M i -action, and s 2 2 F i . Let r be a failure path in G i such that trðrÞ ¼ a 0 . . . a n and s n 2 F i . Suppose that all actions a i in trðrÞ such that k þ 1 i n (k 2 f0g [ Z þ and 0 k n) are M i -actions. With Algorithm 4, r can reduce to become r 0 such that trðr 0 Þ ¼ a 0 . . . a k and s k 2 F i . This shows that for every r 2 FðG i Þ, there is a r 0 2 FðafrðG i ÞÞ such that r % F i r 0 . From the above discussion, it can be seen that for every such r 0 2 F ðafrðG i ÞÞ, there is a r 2 FðG i Þ such that Pref A ðrÞ ¼ r 0 . Therefore, this proves Condition (1) in Definition 2.6.
Next, consider every path r 2 LðG i Þ that does not have a failure approximation in F ðafrðG i ÞÞ. No state on r is converted to a failure state by Algorithm 4, therefore r exists in afrðG i Þ. Since every non-failure path in afrðG i Þ exists in G i , this shows that Condition (2) in Definition 2.6 holds. Hence, G i % afrðG i Þ. t u
As an example, consider a modified version of the model in Fig. 2 that allows action t 33 in M 3 to execute right after t 34 , and adding an action t 15 into M 1 such that it causes an assertion failure when state ðz ¼ 0; v ¼ 0; y ¼ 0Þ is reached in M 1 . The partial state graph for the modified M 1 is shown in Fig. 6a Fig. 6b. 
Stutter Equivalent Reduction
The interleaving of invisible state transitions in different local state graphs is the major source for state explosion during parallel composition. The traditional abstraction techniques collapse the invisible state transitions into single states [11] . This often introduces extra paths and false failures. To address this problem, this paper presents the stutter equivalent reduction. The basic idea is to remove all invisible state transitions in a state graph while maintaining the same set of stutter equivalent paths with respect to its interface. As a result, it produces a stutter equivalent path with only visible transitions for each path in a state graph. Alternatively, it can be viewed as a step of shortening a given path by passing over the invisible transitions, but it does not introduce any new paths. Therefore, no false failures can be created. Fig. 7 shows an example how a SG in Fig. 7a is reduced by stutter equivalent reduction to become the one shown in Fig. 7b . In this example, suppose all invisible transitions are labeled by z. Then, for each visible transition from states s iþ1 , s jþ1 , and s kþ1 , a new transition is created for states s i , s j , and s k , respectively. Six new state transitions are added to preserve the same visible behavior. In this case, only three invisible transitions are removed. Therefore, without further reduction, the reduced SGs can actually be more complex with more transitions added. In the next section, algorithms are described to identify and remove redundancies in the reduced SGs.
The following lemma asserts that a SG and the one resulting from the stutter equivalent reduction are equivalent.
Lemma 4.2. Given a state graph
Proof. The proof is based on how procedure serðG i Þ works.
It is straightforward to see that for every path p in G i that does not include any invisible transitions, the same path also exists in serðG i Þ. Failure equivalent transitions are redundant in that their existence does not affect the verification results, therefore, they can simply be removed. Consequently, all the resulting unreachable states are also removed, leading to more reductions.
Let ferðGÞ be a procedure to remove failure equivalent transitions in G. The following lemma asserts that the reduced state graph is equivalent to the original one.
Lemma 4.3. Given a state graph G, G % ferðGÞ.
The proof is obvious, and not shown due to the page limit. Fig. 8 shows an example of failure equivalent transitions. Fig. 8a is an example state graph. After the stutter equivalent reduction, there are two nondeterministic state transitions in the resulting state graph: ðs j ; a j ; s k Þ and ðs j ; a j ; pÞ. ðs j ; a j ; s k Þ is redundant as it is failure equivalent to ðs j ; a j ; s k Þ . After it is removed by the failure equivalent reduction, s k becomes unreachable, and is also removed. The reduced state graph is shown in Fig. 8b. 
Bisimulation Equivalent Reduction
The stutter equivalent reduction removes all invisible state transitions from state graphs, therefore all paths in the reduced state graphs are stutter free. The reduced state graph often contains a lot of redundancies. The failure equivalent reduction described in the last section only handles a special case of such redundancies. This section considers removing redundant states in general. Two states are redundant if every path from one state has a stutter equivalent path from the other state, and vice versa.
To remove all redundant states, we use an algorithm to compute the bisimulation quotient of the state graphs as described in [3] , and this reduction is referred to as eqrðGÞ in this paper. The following lemma is the direct result of the well known fact that a state transition model and its bisimulation quotient are path equivalent.
Lemma 4.4. Given a state graph G, let eqrðGÞ return the bisimulation quotient of G. G % eqrðGÞ.
Proof. Directly from [3, Lemma 7.6] . t u
Overall Reduction
All these reductions are integrated into a single reduction function ReduceðGÞ in Algorithm 7 which is used in compositional minimization. In function ReduceðGÞ, the autofailure reduction is applied first as it can remove a lot of states and state transitions while preserving all failure paths. This may lead to a lower complexity in state graphs, making the following steps simpler. The failure equivalent reduction and the bisimulation quotient computing are applied after the stutter equivalent reduction. This is because the redundancies are mainly introduced after the stutter equivalent reduction is applied. The following theorem shows that using these reductions together results in a reduced SG that is equivalent to the original one. The following theorem asserts that the reduced global state graph by the parallel composition of the reduced local state graphs is equivalent to the global state graph obtained directly for the whole system. 
Proof. By Property 3, Lemma 3.1, and Theorem 4.1. t u
Example
Refer to the state graphs shown in Fig. 3 . After applying all reductions described in this paper, they are reduced to the ones as shown in Fig. 9 . Composing these reduced local state graphs results in the reduced global state graph as shown in Fig. 10 . This reduced global state graph contains 9 states, compared to 20 states in the unreduced one for the same example as shown in Fig. 4 . Although this small example does not show significant benefits from the reductions, for large designs this compositional minimization framework often leads to dramatic improvements in runtime and memory usage, and allows much larger designs to be handled than can be handled by the monolithic methods.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The compositional model checking framework presented in this paper has been implemented in a concurrent system verification tool, Platu, an explicit state model checker written in Java. Experiments have been performed on a set of examples including several non-trivial asynchronous circuit designs including a first-in-first-out buffer design (fifo) in [31] , a tree arbiter (arb) and a distributed mutual exclusion element (dme) in [20] , a pipeline controller (pipectrl) in an asynchronous microprocessor design in [39] , an asynchronous implementation of a memory management unit (mmu) in [33] , and a number of models of mutual exclusion algorithms from [35] . There are a large number of models in [35] . Since Platu does not support channel communications, only the models without channels are selected. Furthermore, selected models that can be handled easily with the monolithic approach are also ignored.
In the experiments, the dme, arb, and fifo examples are partitioned according to their natural structures. In other words, each cell is a component. The pipectrl example is partitioned into five components, each of which contains 10 logic gates. The mmu example is partitioned by following the structure provided in [33] where each component defines an output that is used by other components. Each BEEM example is organized as a network of communicating processes, therefore each process is treated naturally as a component.
All models are experimented with using both Platu and SPIN, a well known model checker that is widely used in various applications. For every model, each component is specified with several local properties that are guaranteed to hold. The purpose is to show that no failures are reported by Platu as shown in previous sections. Moreover, this allows a comparison with SPIN on correct systems where the full state space needs to be traversed as SPIN can find failures very fast.
In all experiments, upper bounds on time and memory are set to 900 seconds and 2 GB. The results collected include the actual runtime, memory usage, and the total number of reachable states found at termination of the search algorithm. All experiments are performed on a MacBook Pro notebook with a Intel Dual-core processor. However, only a single thread is used for all experiments. The results are shown in Table 1 .
In the table, the first column shows the design names. For asynchronous circuit implementations, a number is associated to indicate the number of variables in the corresponding model. For asynchronous circuit implementations, the variables used in the models are Boolean. For the examples from the BEEM benchmark, more information about their models can be found Fig. 9 . Local state graphs reduced from those in Fig. 3 . Fig. 10 . The reduced global state graph by the parallel composition of the reduced local state graphs in Fig. 9. in [35] . The columns under Monolithic show the results from using the traditional DFS on the whole designs. The columns under SPIN show the results from using the SPIN model checker with partial-order reduction. The last three columns under CompMin show the results from using Platu. In these columns, Time is the total runtime, Mem is the total memory used, and jSj shows the total number of states found. Specifically, the column jSj under CompMin shows the total number of states in the largest SG found during the entire course of the compositional model checking process. The largest SGs are recorded because their sizes in general determine whether the whole process can be finished or not, therefore, their sizes need to be carefully controlled. In cases of time-out or memory-out, the corresponding entries in the table are filled with À. Comparing the results from running SPIN and Platu is not exactly fair as SPIN is implemented in C while Platu is in Java, which usually has noticeably higher memory overhead. Therefore, we believe if this framework is implemented in C, the results could be further improved.
From Table 1 , it can be seen that the traditional monolithic search method fails to finish quickly for most of the asynchronous circuit examples. This is understandable due to the state explosion problem. However, it is surprising to see that SPIN with partial-order reduction does not do any better. For all arb and fifo examples, SPIN cannot find any reduction, and the numbers of states found by SPIN are exactly the same as those found by the monolithic approaches for arb and fifo. For some dme examples, SPIN does slightly better in terms of reduction in the number of states. On the other hand, SPIN quickly uses up 2 GB memory for the other dme examples. One possible explanation is that the partial-order reduction implemented in SPIN relies on the information about transition independence, which is obtained by examining structures of the Promela models. Since these asynchronous circuit examples are connections of basic logic gates, it may be difficult for SPIN to extract sufficient transition independence information from their Promela models for effective reduction. On the other hand, the approach described in this paper can finish all examples in the table quickly. For all arb, fifo, and dme examples with regular structures, the total runtime and memory usage grow polynomially in the number of components in the examples. For pipectrl and mmu with irregular structures where SPIN fails, Platu finishes them quickly using a very small amount of runtime and memory. For the pipectrl example, a safety failure is found. The same safety failure is also found by the monolithic approach after about 30 minutes on a much more powerful machine.
The significant improvements from the above experiments are mainly due to the loosely coupled nature of the asynchronous circuit examples. For all arb, fifo, and dme examples, each component connects to two or three neighboring components with simple communication interfaces. This loosely coupled structure allows the reductions to remove significantly larger portions of the irrelevant details from the initial and the intermediate SGs before the final reduced global SG is constructed. Usually, the largest SGs encountered during the compositional model checking process are the ones generated initially from high-level descriptions. Take fifoN# as an example. This design is a number of buffer cells connected in a chain, and each cell interfaces with exactly two neighbors. Note that all invisible transitions of each component can be removed as all properties are local. First, G 1 and G 2 are reduced, and then composed to form G 12 . Then, all invisible transitions in this intermediate SG with respect to G 3 are removed resulting in G 0 12 . Next, G 0 12 is composed with the reduced G 3 . The final reduced SG can be found by repeating these steps until all local SGs are composed. In each step, the size of the intermediate SGs is never larger than the size of the component SGs initially generated with the local SG construction method. For mmu, it has a more complex structure, and the interface of some components are more complex. In this case, the largest SG is encountered when constructing an intermediate SG, and more time and memory are required to finish this example even though it has a smaller number of state variables than some other examples.
The results from running the examples from the BEEM benchmark show a similar situation, however, reduction is not as impressive. All these examples are coupled much more tightly than the previous asynchronous circuit examples. For all BEEM examples, communications among different processes are through shared variables, and there is little or no internal behavior in each process. Take at.3 and at.4 as examples. Each process has a very small number of invisible variables, therefore each process SG cannot be reduced too much. This leads to the final reduced SG being almost as large as the one from running the monolithic search on the entire model. In cases where SPIN can finish, it can finish faster and use less memory. This is because the compositional approach needs to construct the local SGs first whose complexity can blow up as the shared variables are usually not fully constrained. The other factors contributing to the worse performance include the complexity of all the SG reductions, especially the bisimulation quotient computation, and the large size of the intermediate SGs during the SG composition stage. On the other hand, even for these tightly coupled examples, the limited reduction obtained still leads to significant reduction in the overall runtime and total memory required in comparison with the monolithic approach.
Among all the reduction techniques, two of those involve local states that are failures. Both autofailure and failure equivalent reductions can potentially trim large portions of the state space, thus leading to significant reductions in the complexity of the SGs. To show this point, mmu is run again, but without using the above two reductions. The results are much worse as now it takes 38:2 seconds and 496 MB memory to build the reduced global SG with over 320;000 states found in the largest SG.
During the SG composition stage, it is critical to keep the interface of the intermediate SGs as small and as constrained as possible in order to contain the size of the intermediate SGs. Therefore, the ordering for composing local SGs to form the global reduced SG has a big impact on the overall performance of the compositional method. To illustrate this point, several examples are selected to run the compositional method again but with different composition orderings. The results are shown in Table 2 . For convenience, the results for the same examples under method CompMin in Table 1 are copied into Table 2 under the same name, while the results obtained by using a different composition ordering are shown under CompMinÀ1 also in Table 2 . In this experiment, the orderings used to obtain the results in Table 1 are perturbed so that the interface of the intermediate SGs is not tightly constrained. From Table 2 , the results show that a slight change to the composition orderings can cause significant negative impact on the performance of this method. For example, finishing fischer.4 now takes about 33 seconds and 721 MB memory while with the better ordering it only takes about 4 seconds and 175 MB memory to finish. The same pattern can be observed for the other examples. Also note that there exist other orderings that would cause this compositional method not to be able to finish within the time and memory limits. Therefore, it is critical to determine an appropriate composition ordering for any example to achieve good performance. A fully automatic approach for selecting a good composition order is described in [17] . For a composition strategy including a bounded number of connected processes, heuristics in [17] use a metric to estimate the combined effect of the internal and interleaving transitions created after the composition, and pick the composition strategy with the highest metric score.
Platu can prove correctness for systems without any flaws much more effectively. However, the framework implemented in Platu carries noticeable overhead of constructing and reducing local SGs. For faulty systems, failures can be shown only after the reduced global SG is constructed at the end while the monolithic approach usually terminates after the first failure is found. Therefore, a highly optimized model checker like SPIN can often finish more quickly for systems with flaws. Moreover, the performance of the presented framework critically depends on the efficiency and effectiveness of the local SG construction method. It works well for systems where the interfaces among components are simple. If sophisticated communications are used among components, the performance of the local SG construction can become a bottleneck, or even cause the whole framework to fail from the beginning. Take anderson.2 from [35] as an example. This example has a tiny state space and the monolithic approach can finish it instantly. However, the local SG construction uses up 2 GB memory and cannot finish building the local SGs for this example. Peterson.4 in [35] is another example. These negative results indicate the need of a better and more effective local SG construction method in order to make the presented framework more practical to a wider range of applications.
RELATED WORK
Compositional verification is essential to address the state explosion problem in model checking large systems. The soundness and completeness of compositional verification are proved systematically in [42] based on a CSP-like process-algebraic language. The compositional methods can be roughly classified into compositional reasoning or compositional minimization. Assume-guarantee based compositional reasoning [5] , [13] , [26] , [27] , [32] does not construct the global state space. Instead, the verification of a system is broken into separate analyses for each module of the system. The result for the entire system is derived from the results of the verified individual modules. When verifying each module, assumptions about the environments with which the modules interact are needed for sound verification, and must be discharged later.
The success of compositional reasoning relies on the discovery of appropriate environment assumptions for every module. This is typically done by hand. If the modules have complex interactions with their environments, generating accurate environment assumptions can be challenging. Therefore, the requirement of manually finding assumptions has been a factor limiting the practical use of compositional reasoning. The semantic foundations of compositional statebased reasoning about concurrency is presented in [18] . In recent years, various approaches to automated assumption generation for compositional reasoning have been proposed and [5] provides a survey of several major approaches. The framework presented in [2] introduces a heuristic form of the assume-guarantee modular reasoning for asynchronous systems. In the learning-based approaches, assumptions represented by deterministic finite automata are generated with the L Ã learning algorithm and analysis of local counter-examples [1] , [6] , [10] , [14] , [23] , [24] , [34] , [36] . The learned assumptions can result in orders of magnitude reduction in verification complexity. However, these approaches may generate assumptions with too many states and verification can fail in some cases [1] , [34] . An automated interface refinement method is presented in [38] where the models of the system modules are refined, and the extra behavior is removed by extracting the interface interactions among these modules. Although the capability of compositional reasoning methods has been demonstrated by verifying large examples, and advances of these methods have demonstrated the ability to reason about a global property represented as a conjunctive form of local specifications in [30] , it is difficult in general for them to handle inherently global properties such as deadlock freedom. To address issues with learning based methods, [4] , [15] present alternative compositional reasoning methods based on computing local invariants. These methods support checking deadlocks [4] or arbitrary LTL properties [15] .
Compositional minimization [9] , [25] , [29] , on the other hand, iteratively constructs the local model for each component in a system, minimizes it, and composes it with the minimized models of other components. Eventually, a reduced global model is formed for the entire system where verification is performed. To contain the size of the intermediate results, user-provided context constraints are required. The need for the user-provided context constraints may also be a problem because the user-provided constraints may be overly restrictive, thus resulting in real design errors escaping detection. Similar work is also described in [11] , [12] . Heuristics that automatically determine the ordering of composition have been proposed in [16] and [17] for action-based labeled transition systems for process-algebraic languages. Compositional minimization has been successfully used in the verification of various systems [7] , [8] , [22] , [37] .
Compared to [6] , [14] , [24] , this work allows global as well as local properties to be verified while the work in [6] , [14] , [24] considers local properties specified for individual components. This work is similar to [29] . However, [29] does not specify how the individual component state transition models are generated in the first place. On the other hand, this work uses a compositional reachability analysis to generate component state transition models automatically [40] . Another difference is that this work is based on a different state transition model than the labeled transition systems used in [6] , [14] , [24] , [29] . Finally, compared to [25] , the verification method in this work is complete and sound indicating that no false counter-examples are possible.
CONCLUSION
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